Cooperation agreement
between
the Caravaning Customer Connect GmbH,
Holzstraße 19, 88339 Bad Waldsee
represented by the managing director Tobias Welp
- hereinafter referred to as "CCC" - -

and

_______________________________________,
_______________________________________
represented by __________________________

- hereinafter also referred to as "contractual partner" -

1. contracting parties
CCC is operator of the online travel portal FREEONTOUR and a company of the ERWIN HYMER
GROUP ("EHG"). EHG includes the motorhome and caravan brands Buccaneer, Bürstner, Carado,
Crosscamp, Compass, Dethleffs, Elddis, Eriba, Etrusco, Hymer, Niesmann+Bischoff, Laika, LMC,
Sunlight and Xplore, the motorhome rental companies McRent and rent easy, the chassis specialist
Goldschmitt and the accessories specialist Movera. Apart from the supply of high-quality leisure
vehicles the EHG offers also a wide range of other services.

Name and short description of the cooperation partner:

2. subject of the contract
CCC manages the "FREEONTOUR" loyalty program of the Erwin Hymer Group brands. This includes a
free customer card for members. The card gives cardholders special advantages on their travels. For

this purpose, the contractual partners have introduced a system which provides the card holders
with financial benefits and advantages on the basis of the following regulations.
3. services of the contractual partner
The contractual partner agrees to grant special advantages to holders of the FREEONTOUR customer
card. The benefits are valid throughout the entire year.
In the following the benefits of the contractual partner are described in detail:
(1) The contractual partner grants the holders of the EHG customer card a benefit in the amount of
__________ on ___________________________. This advantage is valid during the entire season,
upon presentation of the analog or digital FREEONTOUR customer card at the cash desk.

4. services of CCC
(1) CCC will list the contractual partner in a special section of the FREEONTOUR portal.

5. publications
All publications related to the agreed cooperation shall be subject to mutual agreement. The
contractual partners will take into account the interests of the other contractual partners with regard
to the time and content of the publications. The consent to the intended publication may not be
unreasonably denied by any contractual partner.

6. confidentiality
The contracting parties will treat all mutually accessible information of technical and / or commercial
type as well as business and company secrets, in particular the contents of this contract,
confidentially. The information, documentation and data carriers made available to each other shall
be treated with care; they shall be stored until they are returned, taking into account the obligation
to treat each other in confidence, and shall only be used for their intended purpose. This obligation
applies for three years after termination of this contract.
The contracting parties shall keep secret all information and knowledge that has been jointly
developed. This also applies to their employees and contractors. After completion of the project,
each contractual partner is free to use its own information.

7. expenses/costs
Each contracting party shall bear the costs of its own tasks in the cooperation project.
8. duration/termination
The cooperation begins at ________ and runs for one year, thus up to ________. Either contracting
party may terminate the cooperation agreement on this date, subject to a regular notice period of
three months.
If the contract is not terminated properly, the cooperation agreement will be extended by one year.
The right of extraordinary termination is reserved.

9. changes, additions and exercise of rights
Changes and amendments to this agreement must be made in written. The parties agree that there
are no oral collateral agreements to this agreement.

10. severability clause
Should any provision of this agreement be invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part, the validity
and enforceability of all other provisions of this agreement shall not be affected. The invalid or
unenforceable provision shall be deemed to be replaced by a valid and enforceable provision which
comes closest to the economic purpose pursued by the parties with the invalid or unenforceable
provision.
11. applicable law
The law of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply to all legal relationships arising from this
agreement for the parties and their legal successors.

Bad Waldsee, den _________

__________, den _________

________________________

___________________________

Caravaning Customer Connect GmbH

___________________________

